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Most recent posts listed first. Also keep in mind that I am currently doing a text/link-only backup 
(namely, this document) available at this link:  https://tinyurl.com/36a5nej8 (accessible even if the blog 
is temporarily down). Some items in carets, like <blockquote>, are formatting marks.

5-4-21

Kp Message 5-4-21... "Strong Energies, Shifting Timelines, Challenges" (and a rant)

Sometimes the title sums it all up, and although I can put more words in there afterward, the essence of 
the title is it.

I just watched a movie called "The Final Countdown" (https://m.imdb.com/title/tt0080736/) on 
Amazon Prime (https://www.amazon.com/Final-Countdown-Kirk-
Douglas/dp/B077V1QRD9/ref=sr_1_1?
crid=BU5B2NQ5NBSI&dchild=1&keywords=the+final+countdown+4k&qid=1619999709&rnid=294
1120011&s=instant-video&sprefix=the+final%2Caps%2C274&sr=1-1), to which I was somehow 
drawn. I felt very aligned with the "portaling in" and "portaling out" of an alternative timeline, which is
what the movie was about (an aircraft carrier went through a time portal and found itself in the Pacific 
on 12-6-1941, one day before Pearl Harbor).

All I can say is, this felt like where I was at... stuck in alternating timelines. One current, one old and 
outdated.

You know, I was going to write a lot more, but right now I'm just experiencing so many different 
"small" things, about the Energies, the house, the lawn, all of this CRAP that I have to deal with with 
all of that, the putting on masks, the vaxxed people shedding stuff (genetic material?... so I'm tending to
isolate from them)... Waiting and waiting and waiting and waiting for the next steps to be taken... 
visibly.

I’m tired as hell of all of this. Florida opened fully today, I heard. Illinois (and Hawaii, I know) are still 
stuck in the deep state “shut everything down because we’re all virtue signallers and better than you 
who have common sense” energy. Very low, and right now, there’s a part of me that is very very tired as
hell of it all!

Pardon for my rant…

Aloha, Kp

5-3-21

Geopolitical Mega Quake Ready to Blow
https://kpblog.space/2021/05/03/benjamin-fulford-5-3-21-geopolitical-mega-quake-ready-to-blow/
https://benjaminfulford.net/2021/05/03/geopolitical-mega-quake-ready-to-blow/

New weekly report from Ben. I'll only add that it is helpful at this moment to remain free from "fear 
scenarios".
<blockquote>" A thousands-of-years-old regime is facing systemic collapse and secret negotiations 
about its replacement are ongoing... All we can say is that it will be the biggest thing since monotheism 
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began in ancient Egypt thousands of years ago.  When it happens it will be on all the screens and news 
outlets.

"The biggest thing visible is hyper-inflation emerging in the U.S.  This is something commonly seen 
during regime collapse... Supply-chain experts say they have never seen anything like what is now 
happening. “There is a total, global log-jam; goods cannot be shipped in some cases..."

"There is also a food shortage emerging in the U.S. with food prices rising and basic items like chicken 
meat running in short supply."</blockquote>
<p style="text-align: center;">------------------------------------------------------------------------------</p>
<a href="https://benjaminfulford.net/2021/05/03/geopolitical-mega-quake-ready-to-blow/" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener"><strong>Geopolitical Mega Quake Ready to Blow</strong></a>
<em>by Benjamin Fulford, May 3, 2021</em>

While the Western world wanders through the dystopia of a fake Joe Biden presidency and a 
manufactured pandemic, something huge is brewing.  A thousands-of-years-old regime is facing 
systemic collapse and secret negotiations about its replacement are ongoing.  We cannot talk in detail 
about the negotiations yet for security reasons.  All we can say is that it will be the biggest thing since 
monotheism began in ancient Egypt thousands of years ago.  When it happens it will be on all the 
screens and news outlets.  Until then operational secrecy is vital, so let’s look at the signs of systemic 
collapse.
<em><!--more Read more...--></em>
The biggest thing visible is hyper-inflation emerging in the U.S.  This is something commonly seen 
during regime collapse.  The cause is the people behind the Biden avatar printing money like there is no
tomorrow (for them it is probably true).  Government hand-outs exploded in March to an annualized 
$8.1 trillion, double the $4.1 trillion from February and $5 trillion above the pre-“pandemic” level of 
$3.2 trillion. <a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/record-34-all-household-income-us-
now-comes-government" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/record-34-all-household-income-us-now-
comes-government</a>

This is what it has done to commodity prices over last year, even though the party has just barely 
started: Lumber: +265%, WTI Crude: +210%, Corn: +84%, Copper: +83%, Soybeans: +72%, Silver: 
+65%, Sugar: +59%, Cotton: +54%, Platinum: +52%, Palladium: +32%, Wheat: +19%, Coffee: 
+13%. <a href="http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/and-the-federal-reserve-is-trying-to-
convince-us-that-inflation-isnt-a-problem" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/and-the-federal-reserve-is-trying-to-
convince-us-that-inflation-isnt-a-problem</a>

Supply-chain experts say they have never seen anything like what is now happening.
<blockquote>“There is a total, global log-jam; goods cannot be shipped in some cases; and supply-side
inflation on a scale we have not seen for a long, long time looks imminent.” <u><a 
href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-we-are-edging-closer-biblical-commodity-price-
increase-scenario" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/rabo-we-are-
edging-closer-biblical-commodity-price-increase-scenario</a></u></blockquote>
There is also a food shortage emerging in the U.S. with food prices rising and basic items like chicken 
meat running in short supply. <a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/one-bank-warns-soaring-
food-prices-will-lead-social-unrest" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/one-bank-warns-soaring-food-prices-will-lead-
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social-unrest</a>

<a href="https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/america-is-running-low-on-chicken-blame-
covid-19-a-sandwich-craze-and-huge-appetite-for-wings/ar-BB1gcqVF?ocid=uxbndlbing" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.msn.com/en-us/money/companies/america-is-running-
low-on-chicken-blame-covid-19-a-sandwich-craze-and-huge-appetite-for-wings/ar-BB1gcqVF?
ocid=uxbndlbing</a>

As of last December, one in seven U.S. households was suffering food shortages.  By January 41.8 
million Americans were on food stamps — 13%, more than a year earlier. <a 
href="https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/biden-food-stamp-programs/2021/05/02/id/1019794/" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.newsmax.com/newsfront/biden-food-stamp-
programs/2021/05/02/id/1019794/</a>

Meanwhile, all of the Biden funny money being handed out to appease the masses is also removing 
their incentive to work.  The situation has reached the point where McDonald’s franchises are paying 
people $50 just to show up for a job interview and convenience store chains are paying $500 signing 
bonuses. <a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/whatever-it-takes-tampa-mcdonalds-exposes-
americas-systemic-labor-shortage-forced-pay" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/whatever-it-takes-tampa-mcdonalds-exposes-
americas-systemic-labor-shortage-forced-pay</a>

<a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/royal-farms-offers-500-signing-bonus-labor-shortage-
intensifies" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/royal-farms-offers-
500-signing-bonus-labor-shortage-intensifies</a>

“How do we get enough drivers, I don’t know,” was the answer Covenant Logistics CEO David Parker 
gave analysts last week when asked about the labor shortage. <a 
href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/70000-part-time-driver" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/70000-part-time-driver</a>

Uber insider Nathaniel Rothschild has given public hints – to those who pay attention – tweeting such 
things as:
<blockquote>“What if tomorrow the world changes as we know it?” and “The next crisis will hit you 
during your sleep, and you will wake up poor.  It will happen lightning fast.  Music is still playing.  
Few do realize that every market is deep faked.  So prepare.  Buy physical <a 
href="https://twitter.com/hashtag/Gold?src=hashtag_click" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">#Gold</a> and <a href="https://twitter.com/hashtag/Silver?src=hashtag_click" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">#Silver</a>!!” <a 
href="https://twitter.com/NCJRothschild/status/1385303161448116230" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://twitter.com/NCJRothschild/status/1385303161448116230</a></blockquote>
The question that needs to be asked in these circumstances is why is the U.S. dollar so strong?  The 
answer, of course, is that the Biden funny money is only being accepted inside the U.S.  In other words,
the U.S. dollar is no longer American.

The Chinese are lending the Biden regime real money to buy their stuff because Chinese American 
Katherine Tai, the U.S. Trade Representative, is the de-facto president of the United States, according 
to Asian secret society sources.
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Here is the avatar they are using for day-to-day interactions with the corporate propaganda media Jen 
Psaki, aka David Rockefeller’s grandson Mark Zuckerberg.

<a href="https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/zuck.jpg" rel="noopener" 
target="_blank">IMAGE</a> (Mark Z.)

What this family that sold the U.S. corporate government to China fails to realize is that, according to a
senior European Royal, “all of the world’s military intelligence agencies are allied and know...

5-2-21

A Few Videos of possible interest 5-2-21
https://kpblog.space/2021/05/02/a-few-videos-of-possible-interest-5-2-21/

These resonated today, and although I'm not saying much about each, I felt many would be assisted by 
the messages within.

Lee Dawson & David Mahoney, 4-30-21 VIDEO... "The Media is the Virus!"
They offer quite an excellent summary of the "fakeness" and controlled nature of msm.
https://rumble.com/vgau5t-the-media-is-the-virus-.html

JC Kay, 5-1-21... #128 TRUTH & LIES - What's to come? (JC Kay)
This one was recommended by Sophia Love, and points us to staying in the "now moment" and 
removing ourselves from the "fear arena".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ibw13UQDLtw

Jay Campbell & Magenta Pixie (5-1-21) - The Frequency War, Maxines and more!
Listened to a bit of this. Information and perspectives may be helpful to some.
https://rumble.com/vgdex1-jay-cambell-and-magenta-pixie-the-frequency-war-maxines-and-more.html

5-1-21

210430 Driving to Charlotte’s Messages VIDEOs playlist… “Allowing the ‘Joy Space'”
Posted on May 1, 2021 by kauilapele
There may be a message or two of interest here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8bKxVP2FT4&list=PL06qDcsJSVrI64Xu1s7nIaT5nzH-Jnx28

210424-8 Kp Driving Messages VIDEOs playlist
Posted on May 1, 2021 by kauilapele
There may be a message or two of interest here.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTsO9XXw1KU&list=PL06qDcsJSVrIah7gGNH_ycqOlZ75s7L-G

4-30-21

ET Presence at Charlotte’s Coffee house…
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Posted on April 30, 2021 by kauilapele
IMG_1976.JPG
.
Just noticed this one… Special presence…

Charlotte’s Coffee House 4-30-21… Nothing Beats It!
Posted on April 30, 2021 by kauilapele
IMG_1970.jpg

Yes, I’ve felt a bit “drained” today, and just had 1.5 hours of body – energy work, yet I still felt like 
driving the extra 1.5 hours to Charlotte’s, in Dubuque IA. An excellently foamed cinnamon mocha and 
lovely coffee shop view were my rewards.

We deserve to enjoy our lives!

4-29-21

Kp Message 4-29-21… “Major Inner (Internal) Changes”
Posted on April 30, 2021 by kauilapele
https://kpblog.space/2021/04/30/kp-message-4-29-21-major-inner-internal-changes/

That’s the sense I had today. And it feels like that is what is occurring in many.

I can no longer deal with “things”, both inner and outer, in the way I have in the past. Multi level 
changes are happening, and must happen if each is to align with the next higher path. I’ve definitely got
the message that my own personal Higher Path is going to be involving major transformations / shifts / 
rearrangements. I have a sense for a few of them, but much of it is unclear to me.

Often I’m finding myself very “challenged” by going through this house and (seemingly) 
deconstructing my parents lives, as reflected in the house, one room at a time, sometimes one box of 
“stuff” at a time.

I’m also feeling “challenged” by what I sometimes perceive as “suggestions” by others about how to go
about it all. Do this, do that, be sure to save this, be sure to get this or that checked out by this expert or 
that expert. And that’s when I say (to myself, usually)… “ENOUGH ALREADY!!”

I am giving myself the freedom to make MY own choices and follow MY own Guidance about it all. 
And often that Guidance tells me to “Give these things to this person, or that person, or just give them 
to Salvation (Army).”

Bottom line, I am the one who must travel this path, not others.

We’ll see where this goes.

Aloha Kp

Charlie Freak MeWe “Intel” 4-28-21 (via Ghost Ezra Telegram)… “The battle is won already, 
this is Operation Wakeup”
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https://kpblog.space/2021/04/29/charlie-freak-mewe-intel-4-28-21-via-ghost-ezra-telegram-the-battle-
is-won-already-this-is-operation-wakeup/

Not exactly sure how to link to this individual post, but here’s his MeWe page: 
https://mewe.com/i/charliefreak. This has a lot of insights… And explains why the path is steady, but 
slow.

[CF] “…the Q Team is done with their Takedown of the Cabal, and virtually all of the mopping up has 
been completed as well… what is left, however, is the Declas… and this is proving for them to be very 
difficult as they do not want to cause Panic and rash decisions… slowly as they can do it, to help as 
many of the deniers as possible…

[GE] “People often say, why not just jolt the sheep awake. The wakeup process is very serious and 
delicate. You are dealing with some big serious lies that will be uncovered… all this being downloaded 
all at once. People would be in padded rooms or cliff jumping.

“It’s coming out drip by drip. Nothing at this point can stop it. You may not understand the process, but
you’ll end up respecting and appreciating it greatly. The battle is won already, this is Operation 
Wakeup.

“Decades of brainwashing is slowly being unwound.”

———————————————-

Read this post from GhostEzra carefully and know this…the Q Team is done with their Takedown of 
the Cabal, and virtually all of the mopping up has been completed as well…what is left, however, is the
Declas…and this is proving for them to be very difficult as they do not want to cause Panic and rash 
decisions…there is no way for them to prevent huge despair in all those that laughed at President 
Trump and the Anon Movement…they have powerfully made their own beds and now they must lay in 
them…

But they are being cautious nonetheless…so, realize, that we are ALREADY within the Great Reveal 
of Truth, it is happening, NOW, it is just that it is happening as slowly as they can do it, to help as many
of the deniers as possible…

So, RELAX, and know that this battle is over and that with the reveal must come NESARA, to give all 
those despondent souls some HOPE to cling to and some strength to carry on with…oh, and get ready, 
b/c once all of the Truth about the rigged Arizona Election comes out, there is going to be a LINE UP 
of States filing similar suites…

CF

Here is GhostEzra’s article from today…note the inclusion of WWII…that’s a very big umbrella, and 
everything is going to come to the surface…Everything!

“People often say, why not just jolt the sheep awake. The wakeup process is very serious and delicate. 
You are dealing with some big serious lies that will be uncovered. Nasa, Cia, Disney, WW2, 911, 
Antarctica, Vatican, Mockingbird Mossad Media, Dumbs, Central banks, Fed, Synagogue of Satan, 
Black Triangles, The earth, Royal blood lines, Frazzeldrip, Vril, Adrenochrome, and much more.
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“Now imagine all this being downloaded all at once. People would be in padded rooms or cliff 
jumping. Yes, even conservatives who don’t wear masks fall into this category.

“This has to be unwound delicately for your own sanity. It’s coming out drip by drip. Nothing at this 
point can stop it.

“You may not understand the process, but you’ll end up respecting and appreciating it greatly. The 
battle is won already, this is Operation Wakeup.

“Pay attention to everything, but don’t let anything consume you. Everything matters, and is connected 
in some fashion.

“You can’t tell people, you must show them. Decades of brainwashing is slowly being unwound. ”

Videos I’ve watched and may be of interest (as of 4-29-21) (links only)
https://kpblog.space/2021/04/29/videos-ive-watched-and-may-be-of-interest-as-of-4-29-21-links-only/

Here are a few that have perked my brain / mind / heart / Spirit.

Santa Surfing
All fun and unveiling…
4/26/2021 – AZ Audit/Crypto CEO / Seth redacted docs / One fall they all fall
https://rumble.com/vg4pyb-4262021-az-auditcrypto-ceo-seth-redacted-docs-one-fall-they-all-fall.html
4/27/2021 – Media Melts down! 10,457 Votes to Flip AZ! More Mr. Pool posts!
https://rumble.com/vg6j9n-4272021-media-melts-down-10457-votes-to-flip-az-more-mr.-pool-
posts.html
4/28/2021 – Judge Martin denys Dems TRO/ Kerry exposed/ Tucker said what?
https://rumble.com/vg8e61-4282021-judge-martin-denys-dems-tro-kerry-exposed-tucker-said-
what.html

x22Report
Ep. 2461b – Light Will Destroy The Invisible Enemy, If One Falls They All Fall, Judgement Day
https://rumble.com/vg30yz-ep.-2461b-light-will-destroy-the-invisible-enemy-if-one-falls-they-all-
fall.html
Ep. 2462b – [DS] Panic, “Demean & Destroy Campaign” In Place, The People Have The True Power
https://rumble.com/vg4rq5-ep.-2462b-ds-panic-demean-and-destroy-campaign-in-place-the-people-
have-the.html
Ep. 2463b – Panic Everywhere, America Deserves The Truth, It’s Going To Be A Very Hot Summer
https://rumble.com/vg6mxn-ep.-2463b-panic-everywhere-america-deserves-the-truth-its-going-to-be-a-
ver.html

Simon Parkes
2021 04 25 Connecting Consciousness – Simon Parkes
https://www.bitchute.com/video/BLbk1HzTuQGS/

FULL ARTICLE Benjamin Fulford 4-26-21... "End of Empire for Davos Crowd as Pandemic 
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Totalitarian Power Grab Implodes"
https://kpblog.space/2021/04/29/full-article-benjamin-fulford-4-26-21-end-of-empire-for-davos-crowd-
as-pandemic-totalitarian-power-grab-implodes/

<a href="https://benjaminfulford.net/2021/04/26/end-of-empire-for-davos-crowd-as-pandemic-
totalitarian-power-grab-implodes/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><img 
src="https://kpblog.space/wp-content/uploads/Benjamin_Fulford_in_canoe_new_623.jpg" alt="" 
width="240" height="135" class="alignleft size-full wp-image-92134" /></a>Well, here's the full 
weekly report from Ben. All I would say here is to continue to "Hold the Higher Light vibrations" for 
the whole "CV play" (including the "getting needled" part).

Now, I <em>will</em> add, re: the positive/negative CV tests <a 
href="https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/pos.neg_.tests_-225x300.jpeg" 
rel="noopener" target="_blank">image</a> below, it would be understandable, that you'd want those 
to use in a testing lab in order to validate the test protocols of the laboratory. And they may be quite 
common, and <em>not</em> necessarily have a "dark intent".
<blockquote>"If I was a member of the group of would-be God-Kings of Planet Earth in Davos right 
now I would be scared, very scared. their long and meticulously planned use of a manufactured 
pandemic to start a Totalitarian World Government is imploding. Instead, they are about to face a War 
Crimes Tribunal that will make Nuremberg look like a kindergarten slap on the wrist.

"They are also losing their grip on the global media and financial control grid. So, when the 
sleepwalking portion of the public wakes up to the cabal’s horrific crimes, they won’t be in a forgiving 
mood.

"People who still follow orders and believe in the system are also suffering from cognitive dissonance 
as the contradictions in the official “pandemic” story begin to pile up... Soon they will all realize there 
are more “pandemic” cases in regions that locked down because that is where the authorities more 
actively participated in creating the scamdemic in the first place."</blockquote>
<p style="text-align: center;">------------------------------------------------------------------------------</p>
<a href="https://benjaminfulford.net/2021/04/26/end-of-empire-for-davos-crowd-as-pandemic-
totalitarian-power-grab-implodes/" target="_blank" rel="noopener"><strong>End of Empire for Davos 
Crowd as Pandemic Totalitarian Power Grab Implodes</strong></a>
<em>by Benjamin Fulford, April 26, 2021</em>

If I was a member of the group of would-be God-Kings of Planet Earth in Davos right now I would be 
scared, very scared.  That is because their long and meticulously planned use of a manufactured 
pandemic to start a Totalitarian World Government is imploding.  Instead, they are about to face a War 
Crimes Tribunal that will make Nuremberg look like a kindergarten slap on the wrist.

These people have been trying very hard to kill a majority of the world’s population for decades now 
and have already killed far more people than Adolf Hitler ever did.  They have now lost control of most
of the world’s military power.  This can be seen by the fact the people running the Joe Biden avatar 
“government” were denied entry into the Pentagon and now plan to run to NATO headquarters to seek 
protection.  Protection that NATO cannot provide because nobody is willing to use nuclear weapons on 
their behalf, Pentagon, Russian FSB, French and British military sources say. <a 
href="https://thecommonsenseshow.com/agenda-21-conspiracy-economics/several-world-leaders-
including-putin-and-netanyahu-want-biden-gone-and-trump-appears-be-part-plot" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://thecommonsenseshow.com/agenda-21-conspiracy-economics/several-world-
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leaders-including-putin-and-netanyahu-want-biden-gone-and-trump-appears-be-part-plot</a>
<em><!--more Read more...--></em>
They are also losing their grip on the global media and financial control grid.  So, when the 
sleepwalking portion of the public wakes up to the cabal’s horrific crimes, they won’t be in a forgiving 
mood.

Here from a 1981 book by Bilderberger Jacques Attalli is an example of their mindset:
<blockquote>“The future will be about finding a way to reduce the population…Of course, we will not 
be able to execute people or build camps.  We get rid of them by making them believe it is for their 
own good…We will find or cause something, a pandemic targeting certain people, a real economic 
crisis or not, a virus affecting the old or the elderly, it doesn’t matter, the weak and the fearful will 
succumb to it.  The stupid will believe in it and ask to be treated.  We will have taken care of having 
panned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution.  The selection of idiots will therefore be 
done by itself: they will go to the slaughterhouse alone.”</blockquote>
Now we have a news anchor confirming this plan with a Freudian slip where he says “almost four 
months into the vaccination effort providers are beginning to run out of people who want to be 
euthanized.” <a href="http://82.221.129.208/euthanized.mp4" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">http://82.221.129.208/euthanized.mp4</a>

It appears the “dumb people,” have already self-selected. <a 
href="http://www.madnesshub.com/2021/04/us-vaccination-sites-are-closing-from.html" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">http://www.madnesshub.com/2021/04/us-vaccination-sites-are-
closing-from.html</a>

People who still follow orders and believe in the system are also suffering from cognitive dissonance as
the contradictions in the official “pandemic” story begin to pile up.  Here you can watch my sister, 
Martha Fulford, an expert on contagious diseases, telling mainstream Canadian TV that lockdowns 
make no sense because the areas with the toughest lockdowns also have the highest number of new 
cases. <a href="https://globalnews.ca/video/7748177/medical-expert-sound-alarm-over-collateral-
damage-of-lockdowns" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://globalnews.ca/video/7748177/medical-
expert-sound-alarm-over-collateral-damage-of-lockdowns</a>

The holes in the official story mean the red pill is just beginning to take effect on her and countless of 
her colleagues around the world.  Soon they will all realize there are more “pandemic” cases in regions 
that locked down because that is where the authorities more actively participated in creating the 
scamdemic in the first place. <a href="https://www.sgtreport.com/2021/04/covid-cases-are-growing-
the-most-in-locked-down-states/" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.sgtreport.com/2021/04/covid-cases-are-growing-the-most-in-locked-
down-states/</a>

As examples of this government connivance here we have images showing the book “Covid-19 and the
great reset,” on the bookshelves of the Prime Ministers of Greece and Australia. <a 
href="https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=170674" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=170674</a>

To underscore this, Japanese military intelligence sent us...

...screenshots of freedom of information requests sent to governments around the world asking for 
proof the “new virus” exists and answers saying no government or agency has such proof.
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<img class="alignnone size-medium wp-image-77793" src="https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-
content/uploads/2021/04/1920x1920-3-300x167.png" sizes="(max-width: 300px) 100vw, 300px" 
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We shouldn’t be surprised then to see “Covid-19” tests that have predetermined negative and positive 
results.
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There is also a plethora of information coming out about all the nasty things that are happening to 
people who got vaccinated.  Here is a small montage from various reports:
<blockquote>“The vaccines cause blood clots, mad cow disease, infertility, herpes, etc. reports indicate
damage to almost every system in the human body.…Our analysis found a relatively high rate of heart-
related injuries, 26% of all cardiac events occurred in young people up to the age of 40, with the most 
common diagnosis in these cases being <a href="https://www.webmd.com/a-to-z-guides/myositis-
symptoms-treatments-prognosis#:~:text=Myositis%20refers%20to%20any%20condition,varies
%20according%20to%20the%20cause." target="_blank" rel="noopener">Myositis</a> or <a 
href="https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/pericarditis/symptoms-causes/syc-20352510" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">Pericarditis</a>.
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Also, a high rate of massive vaginal bleeding, neurological damage, and damage to the skeletal and 
skin systems has been observed… this will be used for massive-scale depopulation…India’s Public 
Health Ambassador Dies Day After Taking COVID Vaccine…women reporting the sudden onset of 
menstrual irregularities and miscarriages (up 400x according to some health providers) since the v 
started…”</blockquote>
<a href="http://www.battleforworld.com/2021/03/31/covid-vaccine-autoimmune-response-part-
1/#IsraelCovVaxSideEffectsOne" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">http://www.battleforworld.com/2021/03/31/covid-vaccine-autoimmune-response-part-
1/#IsraelCovVaxSideEffectsOne</a>

<a href="https://www.globalresearch.ca/israeli-people-committee-april-report-lethal-impact-
vaccinations/5743361" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.globalresearch.ca/israeli-people-
committee-april-report-lethal-impact-vaccinations/5743361</a>

What all of this means is that the Davos Octagon crowed failed to reach the critical mass needed to 
cement their rule via a mass culling of the population, vaccine passports, and total human enslavement.

Attempts to foment civil war and martial law in the U.S. are also failing.  We note the George Floyd 
psy-ops was wound down with a “guilty verdict,” for the policeman who supposedly killed him.  This 
did not stop provocateurs, many of them brought in from Eastern Europe, from trying to start race riots 
anyway.  They have also started more shootings of innocent black people to try to keep fanning the 
flames of unrest.  However, they are not succeeding.

<a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/political/lebron-james-tweets-image-columbus-cop-threatens-
youre-next" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/political/lebron-james-
tweets-image-columbus-cop-threatens-youre-next</a>

<a href="https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/04/watch-black-lives-matter-mob-attacks-truck-
just-minutes-getting-verdict-wanted/" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/04/watch-black-lives-matter-mob-attacks-
truck-just-minutes-getting-verdict-wanted/</a>

<a href="https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nbc-deceptively-edits-911-call-video-fatal-police-
shooting-involving-knife-wielding-teen" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nbc-deceptively-edits-911-call-video-fatal-
police-shooting-involving-knife-wielding-teen</a>

Attempts to start a war with Russia/Iran/North Korea etc. are also failing big time.  In the latest twist, it
turns out “Dutch parliamentarians, like their British and Baltic colleagues, had a conversation via Zoom
with a deep fake imitation of the chief of staff of the Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny on 
Wednesday.”  It seems they are resorting to CG because they can’t even find real Russian opposition to 
fan the flames of war. <a href="https://nltimes.nl/2021/04/24/dutch-mps-video-conference-deep-fake-
imitation-navalnys-chief-staff" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://nltimes.nl/2021/04/24/dutch-
mps-video-conference-deep-fake-imitation-navalnys-chief-staff</a>

Meanwhile, if you monitor the corporate propaganda media, you can see that day-by-day they are 
piling on UFO stories at an unprecedented rate.  This is a clear sign the cabal is trying to dig out of 
their pandemic hole with space alien fears. <a href="https://www.vice.com/en/article/z3xewj/air-
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canada-westjet-porter-pilots-ufo-sightings" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.vice.com/en/article/z3xewj/air-canada-westjet-porter-pilots-ufo-
sightings</a>

<a href="https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/astonishing-nasa-clip-captures-ufo-23952604" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/weird-news/astonishing-nasa-clip-
captures-ufo-23952604</a>

<a href="https://www.the-sun.com/news/2731522/most-compelling-ufo-vid-puerto-rico/" 
target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.the-sun.com/news/2731522/most-compelling-ufo-vid-
puerto-rico/</a>

<a href="https://www.the-sun.com/news/2770635/spacex-starship-near-miss-ufo-astronauts-prepare-
crash/" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.the-sun.com/news/2770635/spacex-starship-near-
miss-ufo-astronauts-prepare-crash/</a>

And now just on cue, we are getting videos of the aliens themselves.

https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Aliens.in_.Russia.mp4

Speaking about space aliens NASA (Not A Space Agency) is putting out ever more ridiculous press 
releases.  They have been filming ever more mars stuff, apparently on Devon Island in the Arctic, and 
are even throwing in “mars helicopters.” <a href="https://odysee.com/@ConspiracyReality:3/00089---
Mars-Perseverance-Rover-Landing-Debunked:2" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://odysee.com/@ConspiracyReality:3/00089—Mars-Perseverance-Rover-
Landing-Debunked:2</a>

Now they put out a press release saying that for just $2.89 billion or about one hundredth the cost of the
original moon landings, they will send “the first woman” and the “first person of color” to the moon.  I 
suppose they can do it cheaply now because they do not need to build expensive film sets, computer 
graphics will do the trick.  It is a good guess the budget will be $2.88 billion to line the pockets of 
NASA scammers and $0.01 billion to sub-contract out the CGs to some computer game slave farm. <a 
href="https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/as-artemis-moves-forward-nasa-picks-spacex-to-land-next-
americans-on-moon" target="_blank" rel="noopener">https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/as-artemis-
moves-forward-nasa-picks-spacex-to-land-next-americans-on-moon</a>

In a similar vein, can anybody identify the circle with a hole in the middle in the sky next to the 
erupting volcano in Japan? Is that some sort of CG artifact or what? <a 
href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGnIuXPup64&amp;t=81s" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGnIuXPup64&amp;t=81s</a>

Speaking about fantasy and computer games, this chart alone tells you the U.S. stock market is now 
just a mass hallucination with no link to reality. <a href="https://cms.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-
images/US-margin-debt-YOY-2021-04-17.png?itok=s-3h6fpI" target="_blank" rel="noopener" data-
featherlight="image">https://cms.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/U.S.-margin-debt-YOY-2021-
04-17.png?itok=s-3h6fpI</a>
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The U.S. economy itself is also losing touch with reality, as more and more free money is pumped to 
the masses in a desperate attempt to stop them from rising up with pitchforks.  Of course, all that free 
money means people have no incentive to do real work which is why a McDonalds in the U.S. has been
forced to pay people $50 just to come to a job interview. <a 
href="https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/whatever-it-takes-tampa-mcdonalds-exposes-americas-
systemic-labor-shortage-forced-pay" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/whatever-it-takes-tampa-mcdonalds-exposes-
americas-systemic-labor-shortage-forced-pay</a>

What all of this means the U.S. Corporate government is in its death throes.  Even Corporate 
propaganda media are now saying Washington DC is going to become just another U.S. state. <a 
href="https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dc-statehood-bill-pases-house/" target="_blank" 
rel="noopener">https://www.cbsnews.com/news/dc-statehood-bill-pases-house/</a>

In fact, we have now received confirmation from a senior European royal that the end of the U.S. 
corporation is just one symptom of the end of Rothschild rule over the West.

Here is what the source said:
<blockquote>“The sole Sovereign ownership of BIS Basel and all the world’s banks have been 
transferred back into sovereign control and command.  The Rothschilds are gone.  MI6 managed to 
regain control.  The great reset is being replaced with the great coming together.”</blockquote>
When we asked if a White Dragon Society envoy should go to Davos to discuss a transfer of power to 
humanity, the source said:
<blockquote>“There is a lot of mess to be cleaned up so assassins have to go in first.  The assassins 
have to go in to break up and then we send in envoys as peacekeeping.  Military stuff.  Future peace 
talks mean we know it was a terrorist regime and now we have no more terrorism.”</blockquote>
Also as the secret war winds down the source said:
<blockquote>“We have to honor all of the Secret Service who died, many of whom will never be 
known.  Some of our officers were exposed to horrific conditions.  They all lost their lives and nobody 
knows.”</blockquote>
Hopefully, the new generation of leadership in the West will end all the craziness and start talking 
common sense.  Speaking about common sense, here is what Chinese leadership avatar Xi Jinping had 
to say last week:
<blockquote>“Global governance should reflect the evolving political and economic landscape in the 
world, conform to the historical trend of peace, development and win-win cooperation, and meet the 
practical needs in addressing global challenges.” <a href="http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-
04/20/c_139893671.htm" target="_blank" rel="noopener">http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2021-
04/20/c_139893671.htm</a></blockquote>
This is not as exciting as “the Russians are coming” or “Iran is about to nuke us” or “Those crazy North
Koreans set off another missile,” or “space invaders have come” etc. but it’s definitely a lot more 
common sense.  That is what the world needs right now.

Hopefully, negotiations in Switzerland due to take place in late May will finally lead to announcements
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of a change for the better in how we run this beautiful but fragile planet we all share.  Until then 
though, we must keep fighting.

4-28-21

Kp Message 4-28-21… “Extreme Variants of Energies… Intend for the Higher Levels”

Yes. The title says it all.

I’m currently in horizontal mode, allowing body to “rest and adjust” to those variants.

There are many fear porn scenario items playing out, one being the CV-19 deal itself, another, the idea 
that, even though the CV may be harmless, the vax will “harm you” because vaxed people will be 
emitting spiked protein balls that will do this and that to your this or that. Or that “forced vax” is 
coming or even “passport vax”.

I’m not in any of those fear porn camps.

Speaking with someone else today about all this, they are working with the Galactics to “recode” the 
dark intentions of the vaxes. And it’s working. And we can all do this.

So I’m staying as much as possible in the Higher Light intentions, knowing that I am protected by (and 
with) my Angelic Guides.

We’re going to pass through, and rise above, this phase.

Aloha, Kp

210427

A Couple wonderfully TRUTHFUL (and hilarious) VIDEOs (thanks to LL)
Notable quotes: "the health authorities have proven themselves to be dumba$$es", and "[Covid 
Vaccination] Providers are running out of people who want to be euthanized"!!

VACCINATED AND MASKED PEOPLE NOT WELCOME IN THIS GOLD SHOP

https://www.bitchute.com/video/kdkcfUt5zqzx/
.
MSM running out of people who want to be euthanized
.
https://youtu.be/fnrN8J0Tdlo

210426

David Wilcock 4-25-21 VIDEO... "Pyramid UFOs Officially Confirmed -- What Are They? And 
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Why Now?"

Very much attuned with this as I watched it, live, yesterday. I have saved video as MP4 (500 MB) 
(https://tinyurl.com/ynb2cpmc) and audio as MP3 (102 MB) (https://tinyurl.com/29m5b468).

Here are my notes, including approximate times (hr:min):
<ul>

<li>Open disclosure is coming (limited, however), via Sen. Ted Cruz, for one.</li>
<li>0:55 Right around the corner, are "disruptions". DW recommends x22report.</li>

Significant "negatives" events are being thwarted constantly.</li>
<li>Von Braun (via Carol Rosen) stated last card for cabal is "fake alien invasion"
<li>1:10 ET disclosures are visible already.</li>
<li>1:20 2-21-21 Pentagon admits to testing UFO wreckage (e.g., metal with "memory").
<li>1:25 Antigravity occurs in nature.</li>
<li>1:30 12-20 DJT put through $2.3 trillion for CV relief, which includes requirement that 180

days to disclose all.</li>
<li>1:50 Ascension is happening NOW. (only need 51% STO (service to others))</li>
<li>2:05 It's about to get "crazy"... soon. Suggest having ONE MONTH's supplies.</li>
<li>TR3B appears to be "blimp".</li>
<li>2:10 Stealth blimp program = triangle... put four of these together and get tetrahedron = 

pyramid. DW mentions Santa Surfing video re: these craft over Pentagon</li>
<li>2:15 Timeline starting from Dec., 2018, where cabal felt deeply threatened.</li>
<li>2:23 2009 was hovering "triangle" UFO over Kremlin, at same time as Obama supposed to 

announce existence of UFOs, where the deep state made the "Norway spiral" = black hole. Obama 
threatened to be taken in AF1 into that black hole and never seen again.</li>
</ul>

https://youtu.be/QcDR43D7i38

NOTE: severe echo for the first 2-3 minutes, which they correct.

<blockquote>DNI Ratcliffe announced that the "Big D" -- official Disclosure -- is going live as of June 
1st, with a variety of confirmed new intel. 
Even if this is a disappointment in the first round, it still represents an absolutely monumental change 
in everything we thought we knew about reality. 
Shortly after this announcement, the media began producing saturation coverage of a film of pyramid-
shaped UFOs, confirming their authenticity. 
What in the world is going on here? Who is piloting these UFOs? Are they extraterrestrial in nature... 
or part of a secret project? There are so many unknowns. Are there things we are not seeing? 
If these pyramid UFOs are a threat, then we may have a BigProblem(TM). 
I know. I know. 
David Wilcock will reveal never-before-seen information suggesting the true nature of the UFOs -- and 
why this information might be emerging now.
Given that this story is about to impact everyone’s life whether they are following it or not, David’s 
new analysis is a must-see!</blockquote>

Benjamin Fulford 4-26-21… “End of Empire for Davos Crowd as Pandemic Totalitarian Power 
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Grab Implodes”
Posted on April 26, 2021 by kauilapele
New weekly report from Ben.

“If I was a member of the group of would-be God-Kings of Planet Earth in Davos right now I would be
scared, very scared. their long and meticulously planned use of a manufactured pandemic to start a 
Totalitarian World Government is imploding. Instead, they are about to face a War Crimes Tribunal that
will make Nuremberg look like a kindergarten slap on the wrist.

“They are also losing their grip on the global media and financial control grid. So, when the 
sleepwalking portion of the public wakes up to the cabal’s horrific crimes, they won’t be in a forgiving 
mood.

“People who still follow orders and believe in the system are also suffering from cognitive dissonance 
as the contradictions in the official “pandemic” story begin to pile up… Soon they will all realize there 
are more “pandemic” cases in regions that locked down because that is where the authorities more 
actively participated in creating the scamdemic in the first place.”

——————————————————————————

End of Empire for Davos Crowd as Pandemic Totalitarian Power Grab Implodes
by Benjamin Fulford, April 26, 2021
https://benjaminfulford.net/2021/04/26/end-of-empire-for-davos-crowd-as-pandemic-totalitarian-
power-grab-implodes/

If I was a member of the group of would-be God-Kings of Planet Earth in Davos right now I would be 
scared, very scared.  That is because their long and meticulously planned use of a manufactured 
pandemic to start a Totalitarian World Government is imploding.  Instead, they are about to face a War 
Crimes Tribunal that will make Nuremberg look like a kindergarten slap on the wrist.

These people have been trying very hard to kill a majority of the world’s population for decades now 
and have already killed far more people than Adolf Hitler ever did.  They have now lost control of most
of the world’s military power.  This can be seen by the fact the people running the Joe Biden avatar 
“government” were denied entry into the Pentagon and now plan to run to NATO headquarters to seek 
protection.  Protection that NATO cannot provide because nobody is willing to use nuclear weapons on 
their behalf, Pentagon, Russian FSB, French and British military sources say. 
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/agenda-21-conspiracy-economics/several-world-leaders-including-
putin-and-netanyahu-want-biden-gone-and-trump-appears-be-part-plot

They are also losing their grip on the global media and financial control grid.  So, when the 
sleepwalking portion of the public wakes up to the cabal’s horrific crimes, they won’t be in a forgiving 
mood.

Here from a 1981 book by Bilderberger Jacques Attalli is an example of their mindset:

“The future will be about finding a way to reduce the population…Of course, we will not be able to 
execute people or build camps.  We get rid of them by making them believe it is for their own good…
We will find or cause something, a pandemic targeting certain people, a real economic crisis or not, a 
virus affecting the old or the elderly, it doesn’t matter, the weak and the fearful will succumb to it.  The 
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stupid will believe in it and ask to be treated.  We will have taken care of having panned the treatment, 
a treatment that will be the solution.  The selection of idiots will therefore be done by itself: they will 
go to the slaughterhouse alone.”

Now we have a news anchor confirming this plan with a Freudian slip where he says “almost four 
months into the vaccination effort providers are beginning to run out of people who want to be 
euthanized.” http://82.221.129.208/euthanized.mp4

It appears the “dumb people,” have already self-selected. http://www.madnesshub.com/2021/04/us-
vaccination-sites-are-closing-from.html

People who still follow orders and believe in the system are also suffering from cognitive dissonance as
the contradictions in the official “pandemic” story begin to pile up.  Here you can watch my sister, 
Martha Fulford, an expert on contagious diseases, telling mainstream Canadian TV that lockdowns 
make no sense because the areas with the toughest lockdowns also have the highest number of new 
cases. https://globalnews.ca/video/7748177/medical-expert-sound-alarm-over-collateral-damage-of-
lockdowns

The holes in the official story mean the red pill is just beginning to take effect on her and countless of 
her colleagues around the world.  Soon they will all realize there are more “pandemic” cases in regions 
that locked down because that is where the authorities more actively participated in creating the 
scamdemic in the first place. https://www.sgtreport.com/2021/04/covid-cases-are-growing-the-most-in-
locked-down-states/

As examples of this government connivance here we have images showing the book “Covid-19 and the
great reset,” on the bookshelves of the Prime Ministers of Greece and Australia. 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=170674

To underscore this, Japanese military intelligence sent us…

210425

Lorie Ladd 4-25-21 VIDEO... "THERE IS NOTHNG WRONG WITH YOU: This Is The 
Chapter Called Releasing Trauma"
Found this one very helpful today.
https://youtu.be/_znYdkZd4WE

210424

David Wilcock 4-25-21 LIVE STREAM... Sunday April 25th at 3 PM PST / 6 PM EST.
[Remember to use this link to access text of all posts, at any time, even if the blog is “down”: 
https://tinyurl.com/36a5nej8]

I'm sure this will be quite the update. Link to the DW video page is at the end.

https://www.ascensionmysteryschool.com/2021-video-series/

Greetings,
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David here with a quick note and a special invite. Tomorrow is when our own Disclosure process takes 
yet another quantum leap!

Over the last few weeks, the mainstream media has been overwhelmingly discussing these pyramid-
shaped UFOs that hover silently in the air and slowly rotate.

The films of these craft are now being touted as "the best UFO footage ever seen," and the films were 
obtained by the military.

Are these flying triangles an actual sign of extraterrestrial intelligence, or is this something far more 
close to home?

I invite you to join me for a special live broadcast in a brand new series this Sunday, where I’m going 
to drop some important, never-before-seen inside intel…

Revealing compelling clues that these may be "Stealth Blimps," first developed in 1959, and patented 
as potential assets of the military industrial complex.

These dirigibles "just so happen" to be built in the shape of a flying triangle — and were made to be 
extremely large (1000+ feet) to carry larger payloads. You will see all the pictures, including images of 
a prototype found in a hangar many years later!

Insiders have revealed these are fearsome weapons platforms as well as aircraft carriers. They can do 
incredible damage to large areas of land, very quickly.

We need to be extremely vigilant now that these assets are being "Officially" acknowledged.

Are these dirigibles slated to create a "Useful" disruption for the usual suspects... which they now need 
more than ever?

I expect you will hear a variety of things that are new to you. It’s extremely urgent for all people on 
earth to know about this technology... ASAP.

This knowledge is especially important for those of us who’ve been waking up into higher states of 
consciousness for a while.

Your light is needed, Master Luke! (More on the Hero’s Journey later…)

In gratitude and light,

David Wilcock

P.S. Additional remarkable intel will be revealed this Sunday. If this ends up being our last show for the
platform, it will be well worth it. Don’t miss it! You can sign up free here... Only if you’re ready to go 
down the rabbit hole!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqObSfoC2hZh0SmQFMHLdJw
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Kp Message 4-24-21... "Continuing to move forward and Upward"

[Remember to use this link to access text of all posts, at any time, even if the blog is “down”: 
https://tinyurl.com/36a5nej8]

There are a lot of items that have been "clearing out" today, even though a few have involved some 
strong "emotional releases". All of these seem connected to the "ancient" history with the house in 
which I am residing (and "ancient" means anything from more than a couple years ago). Lots of "stuff" 
being released.

Now I did go to Viator Coffee today, and had a delightful mocha, well-crafted. Yes, wore a thin mask 
when I entered the building (they're in a type of "food court", but took it off and kept it off during the 
time I was there, and did not attach it to my ears when I picked up my beverage(s). Sometime, for a 
place like this, I just don't care to make a "challenge" to the whole (yes, ridiculous) wearing-a-mask 
protocols.

That's about it. More later.

Aloha, Kp

It's All in Plain Sight With Jason Q & Charlie Ward
Go to about 11-12 minutes where Jason connects with messages via the Finger Lakes (NY), which 
apparently was visible on the MPLS police officer's hand (the one who was "convicted" on several 
counts of the GF "murder".

https://rumble.com/vfzsxj-its-all-in-plain-sight-with-jason-q-and-charlie-ward.html

Kp Message 4-24-21... "Seems like everything is 'down'"

Oh the struggles that have been occurring regarding the blog, and many other platforms. It seems both 
FB pages are down. My blog site is (once again) unreachable (yes, I know there's a solution, but right 
now I don't want to deal with it). 

Energies on the planet are very chaotic, from my view, at least, and there are still so many times when I
just want to can it all. 

I started to set up an alternative blog (which I may eventually do), but two attempts kept bringing me 
into contact with a “Connect with Google” type message, and I just don’t want to deal with that 
“Google connection BS”. I want to say, “Google, FB, etc., just get the f— out of my face.”

There's other options coming out right now, but my energies just have not felt like I want to connect 
with those yet.

So for now, I'm just going to make a document with text of all posts I write, and post the link to that 
document on the few social media channels I may or may not have access to.

With all of that, the blogging, the dealing with managing blog sites and "information from others 
overloads" and "I gotta post this and that and this and that and this and that and this and that and this 
and that and this and that and this and that and this and that and this and that and this and that and this 
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and that and this and that and this and that and this and that and this and that" that bounces around in 
my mind... I AM DONE WITH IT ALL.

I'm not going to even think about any of this anymore. Maybe the best way for me to get messages out 
there will be to keep making short videos, driving videos, and posting to YouTube 
(https://www.youtube.com/user/kauilapele), because that's what I ENJOY doing.

I'll be extremely blunt... I am currently SICK of blogging. Especially the breakdowns of the blog, 
posting every post to social media, but especially trying to keep up with all of the "stuff" that is going 
out there all the time.

So the deal is, I'll write a lightly formatted (and linked) document, post it to my storage location, and 
leave a note in the social media places I have access to. It will NOT be perfectly formatted, or with 
images, etc., etc., etc. And I'll post all of it in one document, so the tinyurl link should not change.

Pardon for all of this right now, but I have a sense that it is FAR more important to take my life one 
moment at a time, and take care of the items at this house that are in front of me. Acceleration of all this
seems to be "asked for".

Aloha, Kp


